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ABSTRACT
This Paper deals with Mathematical Modelling in human development with the help of innovative technology.
To build this Mathematical model three assumptions are taken. These assumptions helps to frame the system on
nonlinear first order differential equations and the nonlinear differential equation is solved using variable
separable method. Finally the solutions are resulted as graph using MATAB coding
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I. INTRODUCTION
Mathematical Modelling in terms of differential
equation arises when the situation modelled involves
some continuous variable(s) varying with respect to
some other continuous variable(s) and it have some
reasonable hypotheses about the rates of change of
dependent variable(s) with respect to independent
variable(s).
When it have one dependent variable x(say
population size) depending on one independent
variable (say time t),we get a mathematical model in
terms of an ordinary differential equation of the first
order, if the hypothesis is about the rate of change
dx/dt. The model will be in terms of an ordinary
differential equation on second order if the
hypothesis involves the rate of change of dx/dt.
If there are a number of dependent continuous
variables and only one independent variable, the
hypothesis may give a mathematical model in terms
of a system of first or higher order ordinary
differential equations.

If there is one dependent continuous variable(say
velocity of fluid u) and a number of independent
continuous variables (say space coordinates x, y, z and
time t), its helps to get a mathematical model in terms
of a partial differential equation.If there are a number
of dependent continuous variables and a number of
independent continuous variables, it can get a
mathematical model in terms of systems of partial
differential equations.
In this Research paper investigate about Mathematical
Modeling in human development with the help of
Innovative technology.

II. PROBLEM
To build this model,let x (t), y (t) are derived as
human development and innovative technology at
time t.
Let assume the followingthree conditions
i.
If the technology grows with innovation is a
beneficial growth of human development
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ii.

Without the innovation an arrival of new
technology

iii.

will

decline

at

the

human

development.
If there is no innovative technology then the
human development will decline at a rate
proportional to the human development.

If the initial Growth of human development and
innovation technology are p/q and a/b respectively
the population will not change with time.
These are equilibrium sizes of the population of
human development and innovation technology of
course x=0, y=0
Also gives another equilibrium position.
From equation (1)&(2)

Using the above connection framing the system of
non-linear first order Ordinary Differential Equation.

Equation (1)&(2) are the system of non-linear First
order ordinary differential equation .Which is derive
from the above assumption .Here a, b, p, q>0
In this case,

and

are vanishes,

(

Equation (1) becomes

(

)

(

)

(

)
)

Integrating on both sides
∫(

Equation (2) becomes

)

∫(

)

Substitute log d value in equation (6)

(7)
Hence analytic solution of the model has obtained.

III. MATLAB CODING
To predict the result of equation (7), apply MATLAB coding to visualize the Mathematicalfunction.
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Figure 1

II

I
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Figure 2

IV. RESULT
In this case x0 = p/q, y0=a/b while substituting
different values of a,b,p &q, it obtain different types
of graphs.But different values of a,b,p and q state the
following results are common.

Thus through every point of the first quadrant of the
x- y plane,there is a unique trajectory. No two
trajectories can intersect, since intersection will imply
to two different slopes at the same point.
If it start with (0.0) or (p/q, a/b), it get point
trajectories. If it start with x=x0 y=0, from (1) & (2), it
find that x increase while remains zero.Similarly if it
start with x=0 y=y0, it find that x remains zero while
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y decreases. Thus positive axis of x &y give two line
trajectories.
Since no two trajectoriesintersect, no trajectories
starting from a point situated within the first
quadrant will intersect the x –axis & y- axis
trajectories. Thus all trajectories corresponding to
positive initial populations will lie strictly within the
first quadrant. Thus the initial population are positive,
the populations will be always positive.In this model
if a,b,p and q are initially zero, it will be always
remain zero.
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